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Abstract 
Network-wide propagation of the non-recurrent congestion is one important factor which greatly affects the spatio-
temporal distribution of traffic flow and the travel time of upstream links will largely increase due to spillback from 
downstream. The advanced traveler information systems (ATIS) is able to alleviate the of congestion propagation via 
providing information about traffic condition and suggesting the trip makers to alter their a priori routes. The 
modeling of congestion propagation needs to be taken into account of to evaluate the effect of ATIS information on 
trip makers. By the means of Cell Transmission Model (CTM), this paper proposes a simulation-based network-wide 
congestion propagation model and then combines it with routes choice behavior model of trip makers under ATIS 
information to analysis the performance of traffic network. Three groups of trip makers behaviors under incident and 
information based on the Stochastic Dynamic User Optimal (SDUO) principle are assumed in this paper. The results 
show that the effect of ATIS information is related to the severity of incident and the quality level of information both. 
 
© 2012 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and peer-review under responsibility of Beijing Jiaotong 
University (BJU) and Systems Engineering Society of China (SESC).  
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1. Introduction 
The incident-based congestion propagation in urban traffic network sources such as traffic incident, 
vehicle breakdown, lanes closures and so on. The features of incident-based congestion propagation in 
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large cities can be summarized as follow: (1) the location and duration of incident is unpredictable. (2) If 
happened, the congestion will propagate rapidly to upstream of the incident link what reduce its capacity 
and increase its travel time. Moreover, after a certain period of time, the congestion will spillbacks across 
the intersection successively and finally form congestion area. Meanwhile, if the ATIS which is modeled 
in this paper as the pre-trip information of traffic condition is absent in above mentioned case, trip makers 
will make their route choices according to the unrealistic traffic condition which ignore the incident-based 
congestion propagation. As a result, they are likely to join the queue after entering congestion area what 
made them unable to reach destination on time. 
Most of previous studies focus on the static paradigm under recurrent congestion by employ mixed 
user equilibrium (UE) and stochastic user equilibrium (SUE) assignment to model the effect of ATIS 
information: drivers equipped with an ATIS behave according to the UE principle if they receive 
complete information, or behave according to SUE principle with less variability of travel time perception 
if they receive less than perfect information; drivers unequipped with an ATIS behave according to SUE 
principle with more variability of travel time perception (Hai Yang, 1998). Base on that behaviorally 
sound method, some studies (Yang H and Meng Q, 2001; Lo H and Szeto W Y,2002; Yafeng Yin and 
Hai Yang, 2003) addressed the market penetration of ATIS services and some related important issues 
were determined from the information benefit derived from ATIS Information.  
Obviously, the spatio-temporal distribution of traffic flow in dynamic paradigm under non-recurrent 
congestion is greatly differently from the static paradigm of above studies due to the absent of modeling 
of the network-wide propagation of congestion. These simplify or ignorance may result the bias, even the 
worse wrong, analysis and conclusion. There were some studies to analysis the effect of ATIS 
information in the dynamic paradigm(Ben-Akiva et al., 1991; Hani S. Mahmassani and R. Jayakrishnan , 
1991; Emmerink et al., 1993; Al-Deek et al., 1998).      
This study extend the static multiple route choice behavior to the dynamic paradigm based on network 
version of the CTM (Daganzo, 1994) which is able to model the spillback of congestion to the upstream 
links to simulate the incident and the network-wide propagation of congestion. Because of the advantages 
in modeling network traffic, CTM has been used widely in dynamic traffic simulations (Long et al., 2008) 
and dynamic traffic assignment (Ziliaskopoulos, 2000; Lo and Szeto, 2002; Lian et al., 2007).     
In this paper, there will be three groups of trip makers under non-recurrent congestion with ATIS 
information: the trip makers not equipped ATIS device will insist their a priori route; The trip makers 
receive lower quality information will make route choice follow the SDUO principle with higher 
variability; The trip makers receive higher quality ATIS information will make route choice follow the 
SDUO principle with less variability. The affect of incident and the ATIS information both on the spatio-
temporal distribution of traffic flow are analysis. The feature of incident such as the severity have greatly 
affect on the benefit of ATIS information which will determine the compliance rate of trip makers. 
2. Models 
In a strongly connected traffic network, a A denotes a link in set of network links, w W denotes an 
origin-destination (OD) pair in this network, Given [0, ]t T  :   
Nomenclature 
wM  The set of trip makers between OD pair w  
z
aW   The actual travel time of driver z on link a  
( )a tW  The average travel time entering link a at time interval t  
aW           The free flow travel time of link a  
( )za t9      If trip maker z enters link a at time interval t , it takes a value 1; otherwise it takes a value 0 
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( )wr tK      The travel time of path r between OD pair w at time interval t  
, ( )z irp t     The probability of trip maker z  who complied with information source i  and choose route r  at 
time interval t  
iT              The perception variations of the information source i  
z
iE            Whether the trip maker z  complied with information source i  
1T , 4T        The incident start time and simulation end time 
2T , 3T       The ATIS information start time and end time 
( )ian t         The number of trip makers in cell i  of link a  at time interval t  
( )iay t         The outflow number of trip makers from cell 1i   to cell i  of link a  at time interval t  
( )iaQ t         The maximum number of vehicles that can flow into the cell i  of link a  at time interval t  
i
aN             The maximum number of vehicles that can be present in cell i  of link a  at time interval t  
( )iad t         The congestion delay in cell i  of link a  at time interval t  
( )d t           The system congestion delay at time interval t  
D              The total system congestion delay 
2.1. CTM Model 
O
O
O
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Fig. 1. A sketch of CTM link and intersection flow 
 
As shown in Fig. 1, all the trip information, such as the outflow and inflow number of each cell and 
route choice sets, will be recorded during the simulation period. Thus, it is able to calculate the average 
travel time of each link. 
( )a tW  can be calculated as follows: 
( ) ( ) / ( )
w w
z z z
a a a a
w wz M z M
t t tW W 9 9
 
 ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦                                                                              (1) 
According to the certain first-in-first-out principle, i.e. ( 1) ( 1) ( )a at t t tW W   d  , we can get that, for 
the time interval ( ) 0
rs
z
a
rs z M
t9

 ¦ ¦ , 
( ) max{ , ( 1) 1}a a at tW W W                                                                                     (2) 
If the path r  between OD pair w is composed of links set 1 2{ , ,... }na a a , then its travel time can be 
calculated as follow: 
1 2 1 1 2 1
( ) ( ) ( ( )) ... ( ( ) ( ( )) ...)
n
w
r a a a a a a at t t t t t t tK W W W W W W W                    (3) 
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As shown in fig. 1 that the numbers’ update of vehicles in each cell can be calculated as follows: 
1( ) min( ( ), ( ), ( ) ( ))i i i i ia a a a ay t n t Q t N t n t
                                       (4) 
1( 1) ( ) ( ) ( )i i i ia a a an t n t y t y t
                                                       (5) 
If the entrance cell of the downstream link is blocked by the queue, then the vehicles in the exit cell of 
upstream links who plan to enter this link are unable to move and have to stay in their current location. As 
a result, the congestion propagates from downstream links to upstream links. The outflow number from 
exit cell O  of link a  to the entrance cell indexed 1 of link b  can be calculated as follows:  
1 1 1 1( ) min( , , ( ))ab a b b by t n Q N n t
O O                                                    (6) 
The congestion delay of each cell is defined as the additional time for the vehicles to pass through the 
cell subtract the free flow travel time. It can be calculated as follows: 
1( ) ( ) ( )i i ia a ad t n t y t
                                                                     (7) 
Then the system delay at time interval t  and system total delay are determined as follows: 
( ) ( )ia
a i
d t d t ¦¦                                                                              (8) 
( )ia
t a i
D d t ¦¦¦                                                                             (9)
2.2. Multiple Route Choice Behavior with ATIS 
Based on day-to-day commuting experience, the trip makers have formed certain a priori route choice 
set. Due to the sudden and randomness of incident, the trip makers who are lack of the traffic condition 
information will prefer to insist their a priori route rather than alter their routes to detour the congestion 
area. As a result, this kind of trip makers will be likely to join the queue and make the congestion 
propagates to upstream. On the contrary, the trip makers who receive traffic information via ATIS 
equipment will get to know that their a priori route contain those congestion links and alter their routes to 
detour the congestion area. In summary, the following assumptions are made: 
xThe trip makers do not have perfect information about the network condition no mater what kinds of 
information they receive 
xThe trip makers with different information equipment will follow the SDUO principle with different 
level of perceive variability due to different quality of information 
xThe trip makers who belong to class 1 and receive ATIS information with higher level quality have 
low level of perceive variability than the trip makers who belong to class 2 and receive information with 
lower level quality. 
For the trip maker z  depart from OD pair w  and receive ATIS information i , the logit model  based 
choice probability of route r  between the routes set is calculated as follow: 
, exp( ( ))
exp( ( ))
w
z i i r
r w
i k
k
t
p
t
T K
T K
  
 ¦                                                                 (10) 
Follow the assumptions mentioned above, i.e. 1 2T T! . If these parameters approach infinity, it means 
that the trip makers will receive perfect information from ATIS about the traffic condition. 
2.3. Compliance of ATIS 
In generally, whether a trip maker complies with the ATIS information is motivated by the time saving 
of altering route from the a priori route. The trip makers will follow ATIS information when it can 
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improve their perception, especially under non-recurrent congestion condition, and help them to reach 
their destination earlier. It means that the trip makers are bound rationality and the compliance of ATIS 
information can be defined as the possibility of the actually travel time of complied trip makers being less 
than the non-complied and unequipped trip makers who insist their a priori route. 
With the logit-based SDUO principle, the average travel time ,comp izc of trip maker z  who complies 
with the ATIS information ( 1i   or 2i  ) is defined as follow: 
, ,comp i z i w
z r r
r
c p K ¦                                                                 (11) 
The average travel time of non-complied and unequipped trip maker is defined as follow: 
( )uncomp z zz a a
a t
c tW 9 ¦¦                                                        (12) 
The time saving can be obtained as follow: 
, ,sav i uncomp comp i
z z zc c c                                                              (13) 
The compliance of each information source i  can be determined by: 
,
,
1,
0,
sav i uncomp
z z zz
i sav i uncomp
z z z
if c c
else c c
O
E
O
­ ! ° ®
d °¯
                                        (14) 
where zO  is a positive parameter which describes the satisfaction of the trip makers with the time saving 
of ATIS information. This parameter is affect greatly by the cost of each trip maker z  and traffic status. 
If 0zO  , it means that the trip makers will comply with the ATIS as long as it help to reduce trip cost. In 
the case of incident, the trip makers whose a priori contain these congestion links will prefer to comply 
the information due to the longer cost of a priori route.   
 
3. Simulation examples 
3.1. Scenario design  
To analysis the performance of traffic network under incident and ATIS information based the above 
proposed models, we choose a simple network and the formulations are applicable for general networks. 
As shown in Fig. 2 that there is a grid network which consists of 14 nodes, 38 links and 1 OD demand 
pair (from node 1 to node 14). There will be 25 trip makers load each moment during the period of time 
interval 0 to 100. The parameters of CTM are as follows: time interval length į =5 s, jam density 133 
vehicles/km/lane, free flow speed 54 km/h, backward shock wave speed 21.6 km/h, lane numbers 2, link 
capacity 3 vehicles /interval/lane, cell length 75 m, each link has 9 cells. It is assumed that there will be 
an incident in the link marked at 30th time interval and its capacity will reduce. The incident is clean at 
the 250th time interval and the capacity is recovered. The initial route choice sets of travelers can be 
obtained from the solution of SDUO without incident under lower information quality. Set 0.3zO  . 
In order to model the route choice behavior of each trip maker, the traffic flow needs to be discrete. 
Moreover, it is unable to guarantee the continuous and monotonic of link travel time in CTM, especially 
under incident condition. The solution method integrated with simulation based Method of Successive 
Algorithm (MSA) was adopted here to obtain the spatio-temporal distribution of traffic flow. 
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Fig. 2.  Grid network 
 
 
Fig. 3. System delay varies with time interval 
 
3.2. Case study result 
In generally, the incident severity is the main reason which affects the propagation of congestion. We 
analysis the performance of traffic network under different traffic condition of incident severity: (1) high 
severity (cell outflow capacity of incident location reduce to 0) (2) low severity (cell outflow capacity of 
incident location reduce to 2). To deal with the case of different severity level of incident, we assume that 
20 percents of the trip makers equip ATIS device with higher information quality ( =10T ) and 20 percents 
of the trip makers equip ATIS device with lower information quality ( =1T ). Then the effects of the ATIS 
information under mentioned above traffic condition were evaluated. 
 (1) High severity 
As shown in Figs. 3 and 4, the system congestion delay and the average travel time of the links in 
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congestion area (i.e. link 5, 9, 11, 24, 26, 34) with information providing decline greatly to the lower level 
than the condition without information providing. By prevent the congestion from propagating to link 9, 
24, 5, the travel time in these link decline to the normal status during the incident period. 
The ATIS information is able to alleviate the propagation of congestion by providing the description of 
traffic condition and suggesting the trip makers to detour. The reason is that, lots of trip makes detour 
from link 11, 26, 34 to link 5, 7, 32. The inflow number of link 5 increase due to the downstream link 7, 
which will lead to detour of the congestion area by the means of longer free flow travel cost. Obviously, 
most of the trip makers out of link 5 alter their a priori routes to choose link 7 rather than link 26 which 
will make them encounter the congestion queue. The choice between link 32 and 11 is similar, while the 
different is that the detour to link 32 will not lead to the longer free flow travel cost but another 
congestion bottleneck which cost less delay than link 34. 
 
(a)                                                                              (b) 
 
(c)                                                                           (d) 
Fig. 4. Average travel time of links. (a) link5. (b) link 9. (c) link11. (d) link24 
 
(2) Low severity 
To Analysis the improvement of traffic status from Fig. 5 and 6, we can conclude that the affect of 
incident on the network-wide spatio-temporal distribution of traffic flow and the alleviation of the 
propagation of congestion under the lower level congestion status are tiny. Most of the trip makers will 
insist their a priori route. 
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Fig. 5. System delay varies with time interval 
 
(a)                                                                              (b) 
 
(c)                                                                             (d) 
Fig. 6. Links’ average travel time and inflow  (a) link 34  (b) link 34  (c) link 11  (d) link 32 
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(3) The effect of information quality 
There will be three information strategies tested to analysis the effect of information quality on 
alleviation of the propagation of congestion, i.e. plan 1 which was analysis above (20 percents of trip 
makers equip ATIS device and 20 percents of trip makers equip radio), plan 2 (40 percents of trip makers 
receive higher quality ATIS information only), plan 3 (40 percents of trip makers receive lower quality 
ATIS information only).  
 
              (a)                                                                         (b) 
Fig. 7. System delay varies with time interval under different incident severity with different information 
plan (a) High severity  (b) Low severity 
 
As shown in Fig. 7, the congestion delay under high incident severity is alleviated greatly via all the 
three plans, of which the plans provide high quality will alleviate more congestion delay. On the contrary, 
the alleviation of congestion delay under low incident severity is tiny and the improvement of information 
quality is just a waste of funds. The optimal strategies will assign reasonable information proportion to 
the trip makers. As shown in fig. 7(b) that, the plan 1 with both the higher and lower information quality 
level is even better than the plan 2 of which all the trip makers received information of higher quality 
level. In conclusion, the proportion and quality of ATIS information strategies need to be optimized under 
different severity of incident. 
4. Conclusions 
By the means of CTM simulation, the congestion propagation to upstream links from the incident link 
and upstream links were modeled. Then we analysis the effect of information based on the DSUO route 
choice principle with different information quality level. The result of simulation experiments clearly 
illustrate that the non-recurrent congestion will affect not only the travel time of incident link but also the 
travel time of upstream links. In the case of higher incident severity, the ATIS information with higher 
quality level is able to alleviate the network-wide congestion propagation by diverting the trip makers 
who receive information. On the contrary, In the case of lower incident severity, the effect of information  
is tiny no matter how high is the quality level of information. It means the trip makers will prefer to join 
the queue and endure the congestion delay rather than take more travel time. 
We aim to highlight some important effect of ATIS information on the non-recurrent congestion 
propagation. We doubt that whether the trip makers under non-recurrent congestion and information 
providing will follow the SDUO route choice principle assumed in this paper. The routing mechanism of 
trip makers which meet the reality well is also need to be developed. Naturally, there are many other 
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congestion control strategies that able to prevent the non-recurrent congestion propagation, such as 
variable message sign (VMS), traffic signal control, turning restrict, etc. Therefore, our future work aims 
to extend the proposed control strategies by more reality routing model and evaluate them combine with 
other control strategies.   
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